
 

 

 

 

 

Synopsis of the events taking place during the 3 day 

Conference, from 8-10 August 2014. 

 

DAY 1 
 

On day one the Conference was kicked off with a Green Path walk on the campus of the University of 

Pretoria (UP) in memory of the first Secretary of SAC-IAWJ, the late Judge Belinda Molamu. A meditation 

and yoga session followed. The early arrivers at the conference enjoyed the exercise which not only left 

their bodies invigorated but also refreshed their minds, leaving them rejuvenated before the glitz and the 

glamour of the Gala evening.   

 

The Gala Dinner hosted by LexisNexis did not disappoint as usual, with members and guests dressed to 

the nines. Amongst the eminent guests were the Presiding Officers from the South African National 

Defence Force with their fine military regalia which left all in attendance green with envy. 

 

The Dean of the Faculty of Law of University of Pretoria, Professor  Andre  Boraine and the Vice 

Chancellor and Principal of UP, Professor Cheryl de la Rey,  delivered the Welcoming and Opening 

addresses  on behalf of UP.  In his address Professor Boraine dedicated a song to all women called 

‘Gabriella’s Song’, from the movie ‘As it is in Heaven’. The words of the song set the tone for the 

conference and resonated with the objectives of the Chapter reflecting on that whilst a lot of strides have 

been made in ensuring democracy and changing the lives of many in our country, a lot still needs to be 

done. In the words of the Professor himself “Laws as such will not immediately transform society, 

especially where on the one hand we still have children who carry water for hours on end”. The chorus to 

the song which left the room charged with emotion goes as follows:  ‘Every human being has the right to 

say at the end of his life that I want to feel that I have lived’. 

 

The Welcoming address on behalf of the Gauteng Division was given by Judge Dunstan Mlambo, Judge 

President of the Gauteng Division of the High Court of South Africa. The SAC IAWJ welcomes the bold and 

proactive position adopted by the Judge President of North and South Gauteng who explained how he 



meticulously created opportunities for acting appointments for the different groups of legal practitioners, 

namely Advocates, Attorneys and Magistrates despite coming under criticism for the novel approach. It is 

laudable that this approach includes addressing the imbalances apparent in terms of gender. 

 

The Keynote Address was delivered by the Minister of Justice and Correctional Services, Advocate Tshililo 

Michael Masutha MP, who read his speech in braille, stating that it would solve the country’s power 

problems if everybody, were to learn braille as one does not need electricity to read in braille. The 

Minister was applauded for being the first Minister to personally address the Chapter, and was 

encouraged to continue supporting the Chapter in this manner.  The recognition and advancement of 

women should be seen to be promoted from the top, rather than to delegate this task of addressing 

gender equality to a deputy or somebody else as has been the norm in the past. 

 

Ms Chantelle Maree, Practical Guidance Manager at Lexis Nexis congratulated the organization for 

reaching the 10 year milestone, stating that Lexis Nexis was proud to be celebrating National Women’s 

Day and 20 years of Democracy with us as a valuable partner.  She spoke about Lexis Nexis’  “Project Rule 

of Law Package”; a campaign to work together with legal professionals, executives across the business 

sector, policy makers, academics, NGOs and other stakeholders to advance the rule of law nationwide. 

She was very proud to introduce the New Lexis Nexis Mobile, a new innovative portable digital reference 

application that can be used anywhere. 

 

Entertainment was provided by the Chair of SALDA and the Executive Dean of the Nelson Mandela 

Metropolitan University, Professor Vivienne Lawack and Judge Tshifiwa Victor Maumela, Judge of the 

North Gauteng High Court who both sang pieces in dedication to all women. The music saw Judges from 

the Highest Courts getting onto the dance floor.  Thus the evening set the tone for the start of the 

celebrations of the 10th anniversary of the SAC-IAWJ on a very high note.(See Justice Today August 2014 

Issue for pictures). 

 
 
DAY 2 
 

Day Two opened with a session being chaired by retired Constitutional Court Judge, Justice Yvonne 

Mokgoro.  

 

The President of the Chapter, Judge Connie Mocumie commenced with the opening address where she 

outlined the role of the Chapter, its achievements and limitations in the past ten years in advancing the 

ideals of an equal society. She acknowledged the Current Executive for supporting her in leading the 

organization; and specifically acknowledged Justice Bosielo from the SCA who she recognized as a Great 

Man who continually supports the organization, she also acknowledged Judge Dingake, a visiting Judge 



from Botswana, and Judge President Kgomo of the Northern Cape for his tireless efforts in promoting the 

cause of women and appointing women judges both in acting and permanent positions on his bench. 

Judge Kgomo’s extraordinary efforts in ensuring women’s success was highlighted in that he identified 

women to be mentored, and continued mentoring these women until they were appointed to the bench. 

 

She thanked Ms Bridget Mabandla who embraced the organization since its inception in 2004, and Adv 

Joyce Maluleke in absentia, for continually supporting the organization. She also thanked Ms Ntibidi and 

her staff from the DOJ Gender Directorate for their contribution and hard work in ensuring the success of 

the event and the beautiful banners that graced the Conference venue. She thanked all structures and 

organizations such as the BLA, NADEL and Military judges in attendance. 

 

 

The President also highlighted that when the organization was started in 2004 there was an electrifying 

atmosphere which gave the feeling that women had arrived and were here to stay, but that as people 

went back to their comfort zones there was stagnation in the organization, which for the most part was 

caused by a fragmented judiciary. 

 

She acknowledged the DGRU from UCT for continually questioning the lack of female appointments to 

the positon of Judges, and encouraged the unit to continue questioning these issues. 

 

Dr Mlambo–Ngcuka was hospitalized and therefore could not be present to deliver the keynote address.  

Dr Pongola: Director UN Women South Africa, delivered the speech on her behalf. The speech highlighted 

the relevance of South Africa’s 20 years of democracy and our 10 years in existence and underscored the 

leading role we played on the continent. It also highlighted that in 2015 the UN Women will be 

celebrating 20 years since the Beijing Declaration, and that the International Community was debating a 

sustainable development agenda that would drive global development efforts following the Millennium 

Development Goals. Its target is to reinforce the Global Community’s desire to enhance justice for all, 

with a commitment to protecting the rights of women and girls, to end gender inequality and to eliminate 

violence against women. In conclusion the speech announced the slogan for the Global Campaign 

“Empowering women, empowering humanity, picture it.” 

 

A panel discussion on representation of Women at all levels in the Judiciary was facilitated by Prof 

Richard Calland from the DGRU, University of Cape Town. 



Justice Edwin Cameron, Constitutional Court Judge, gave a touching speech on the power of healing 

through writing, where he highlighted some of the struggles he traversed, and how he overcame those 

challenges through the process of healing through writing. 

 

Judge Margaret Victor who is the SAC-IAWJ Mentorship Programme Leader and Prof Vivienne Lawack 

explained the mentorship Programme of the SAC-IWAJ. Six (6) LLB students from University of Pretoria 

also gave their views on Mentorship. 

 

The Juta Cocktail evening was chaired by Judge Violet Phatshoane. Judge Thami Bheshe gave the keynote 

address which she dedicated to celebrating women who have occupied leadership positions in South 

Africa since 1994. In her speech she saluted women who have inspired, who have made waves, who 

influenced change and who have changed lives of many. She called these women “Women of Substance”. 

 

Ms Pappy Padachy from Juta also delivered an address on behalf of Juta, highlighting the relevance of a 

relationship between Juta and the organization. She acknowledged two women pioneers, Ms Nadine 

Gordimer and Ms Maya Angelou, two civil rights icons to be emulated in their teachings and wisdom. She 

reported on Juta‘s Moot Law Project which educates and assists law students as a venture between the 

SA Law Reform Commission and Juta and Co, now in its 10th year of running.  

 

The highlight of the evening was the launch of the Bagale ba Ketapele ya Basadi mo Kgotleng tsa Afrika 

Borwa (Pioneers in Women Leadership in the South African Judiciary) by the Director of the Gender 

Directorate, DOJ &CS, Ms Rampete Ntibidi where she recognized the past and present leadership of the 

SAC-IAWJ since 2004 by giving them awards. The occasion was beautiful and memorable as all members 

who have served in the leadership of the SAC-IAWJ, Executive and Council members (2004-2014) were 

honored. Ms Rampete explained the history of the Chapter and our long lasting relationship with the 

Gender Directorate and wished us well in the coming decade. After all the formalities, there were 

celebrations and dancing into the night. (Photos will be available on the website later) 

 
DAY 3 

The session was chaired by Judge Kate Pillay. 

 

The new President, Judge Maleshane Kgoele handed over a gift to the outgoing President Baratang 

Connie Mocumie, for her contribution to the organization as well as her birthday which coincided with 

the last day of the Conference. 

 



Ms Susan Shabangu, Minister of Women in the Presidency, delivered the keynote address.  She reflected 

on the 20 years of democracy and the social context of South Africa’s justice system and encouraged the 

Chapter to make its mark in the judiciary and the lives of ordinary women and children as we best knew 

the circumstances of the communities we came from. 

 

Ms Yasmin Sooka, Executive Director, Foundation for Human rights emphasized the need to commit to 

Gender Equality as stipulated in the Constitution by creating an affordable, accessible and timely 

complaint platform for all and by facilitating gender sensitive training and diversity literacy for Judicial 

Officers. She remarked that the laws and policies in South Africa have not been translated into action due 

to a crisis in masculinity manifested in violence against lesbians, girls and babies. She highlighted the 

feminist approach which states that woman’s input matters, suggesting the upliftment of feminist 

jurisprudence which speaks to reworking the law and its approach to gender as one of the possible 

solutions to the problem. 

 

The Conference was concluded with a vote of thanks by Advocate Joyce Maluleke. 

 


